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The officers and members of the Philippine Society of Mechanical 
Engineers led by President Jaime ‘Jajay’ Cruz, Executive Vice-
President and National Convention Chair Jerry Tecson, professional 

mechanical engineers and students, guests, ladies and gentlemen, 
good afternoon. 
  
I am privileged to join you on your National Convention this year 
which you dedicate to the “Continuing Professional Development 
for Global Recognition.” 
  
While I’m getting used to speaking before professional Mechanical 
Engineers and students, your profession continues to amaze me as 
it continues to broaden in scope so rapidly. 
  
Suffice it to say that the discipline is always at the forefront in 
tackling engineering challenges by inventing new technologies, 
spawning new fields of study, and educating generations of leaders 
in industry, government and the academe. 
  
Mechanical Engineers are generally involved in projects that bring 
engineering solutions across many fields. These include the 
development and design of clean and renewable technologies, fuel 
cells, vehicle, acoustics, machines, robotics, those required for 
medical and biomedical exploration, and many others that relate 

to almost everything. 
 
Smart solutions ranging from simple and cutting edge innovations 
are the response of Mechanical Engineers to pressing issues which 
help improve the lives of people across the globe. 



For instance, many workers today are getting higher pay for less 

hard and complicated tasks. Bank tellers no longer log every 
transaction in ledgers with quill pens. They now operate computers 
to record every action carried out within the bank. 
 
Innovations in medical technology is another benefit that 
mechanical engineers have contributed to the civil society which 
resulted to better medical care and treatment. These are but a few 
of the many things that Mechanical Engineers contribute in making 
our lives comfortable and less complicated. 
  

As we look forward to the 22nd century, and as a nation of creative 
and resourceful people, we will continue to enjoy the benefits of 
technological advancement. 
  
And the government also adapts to changes and innovations in 
technology. Several events in the past have evolved and changed 
the way widespread technological advance does. It goes without 
saying that when technology brings change, the law must adapt. 
  
The recent signing into law of Republic Act No. 11058 will 
strengthen enforcement of occupational safety and health 
standards.  The law amends the 41-year old Labor Code which does 
not declare unlawful or impose a fine on employers who do not 
follow the standards on health and safety in workplaces. 
 
The amendment requires employers to provide a work place free 
from hazards with complete job safety instructions and orientation. 
It mandates enterprises to inform workers about the hazards 
associated with their tasks, and the use of approved devices and 
equipment. The law also requires employers to provide workers 
with free protective equipment like safety harness or belt, gas or 

dust respirators. 
  
Under the law, the Department of Labor and Employment is tasked 
to conduct inspections on workplaces to check whether the 
standards are applied.  Employers who fail to comply are now fined 
up to P100, 000 per day until the violation is corrected.  



It is my fervent wish that both chambers of Congress will see the 

need for higher budget for us to effectively enforce the law.  No 
matter how well-crafted the laws are, these would be put to waste 
if we fail to implement them properly due to lack of enforcers. 
  
Workplace safety is everyone’s responsibility. A lot has to be done 
to prevent workplace injuries or death and ensure safety at all 
times. 
 
As we face more challenges of the 21st century, and as Mechanical 
Engineers of our time, I enjoin you to continue providing solutions 

and develop sustainably through new technologies on ensuring 
occupational safety and health. 
 
Congratulations to the PSME, your members and students!  The 
vision and scope of your National Convention may be broad but 
they are reachable.  
 
The hard work, collective talents, resources, and the collaboration 
from among yourselves, plus the strong desire for excellence will 
propel your organization to surpass everyone’s expectations. That 
is your contribution in filling in to the ever growing demand for 
globally competitive Mechanical Engineers over the next decade 
and beyond. 
 
Mabuhay ang PSME! Thank you! 


